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(R6) 16:15 HAYDOCK,  6f 

Smarkets Duke Of Lancaster's Own Yeomanry Handicap (Class 4) (3YO plus) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (3) 1003-10 HANDSOME DUDE 7 CD 
b g Showcasing - Dee Dee Girl

6 9 - 12b Jim Crowley
T D Barron

85

Jockey Colours: Purple, mauve stars, purple sleeves
Timeform says: Career best when winning 7-runner handicap at Southwell (6.1f, 11/2) in
January, but well held back on turf returning from 6 months off last week.  (Forecast
34.00)

Notes: 

2 (12) 07-7845 ROBERO 14 D 
b g Piccolo - Ceilidh Band

6 9 - 11p1 P Hanagan
Miss Gay Kelleway

84

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Below last winning mark and travelled with purpose for a long way on his
first outing for his new stable (formerly with Mick Easterby) last time. Excellent claims here
with drop in trip sure to suit.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

3 (7) 752313 CONFESSIONAL 14 C D 
b g Dubawi - Golden Nun

11 9 - 9es Rachel Richardson
T D Easterby

82

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green armlets
Timeform says: Veteran who still has plenty of fire in his belly, cashing in off his reduced
mark at Chester in July, then far from disgraced at same track a fortnight ago. Will relish a
strong pace.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

4 (9) 4-38657 SOLDIER'S MINUTE 33 
b c Raven's Pass - Hadba

3 9 - 9 David Probert
K Dalgleish

86

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue stars, red and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Has only one creditable effort to his name so, while he's on a fair mark and
back to a trip he's fully effective at, he arrives with something to prove.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 (14) 751134 HIGHLY SPRUNG (IRE) 13 D BF 
b g Zebedee - Miss Donovan

5 9 - 8 Harrison Shaw (5)
J L Eyre

81

Jockey Colours: Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap
Timeform says: Dual winner this year, but tends to save his best for Pontefract and has
seemed in the handicapper's grip the last twice, so looks vulnerable in this competitive
scenario.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

6 (1) 311-53 EQUITATION 7 D BF 
b g Equiano - Sakhee's Song

4 9 - 8 David Egan
R Varian

81

Jockey Colours: White, brown armlets
Timeform says: Dual winner at 3 who is still on the up and would have finished a bit closer
at Chelmsford a week ago had he not met trouble. Remains one to be interested in.
(Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

7 (8) 231-825 FILLE DE REVE 45 
b f Iffraaj - Danehill Dreamer

3 9 - 8 J P Spencer
Ed Walker

85

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced filly who was an eye-catching second in a C&D handicap off
80 prior to a respectable fifth in a listed event at Carlisle. Could improve further following a
short break.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

8 (2) 527441 BAHUTA ACHA 17 
b g Captain Gerrard - Rosein

3 9 - 8p Ben Curtis
David Loughnane

85
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Jockey Colours: Light blue, black diamond, black cap
Timeform says: Enhanced an impressive record at Catterick when coming through from off
a strong pace there last month but doesn't appeal as an obvious one to follow up on the back
of a hefty rise.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

9 (5) 831218 MADRINHO (IRE) 35 D 
ch g Frozen Power - Perfectly Clear

5 9 - 6 Poppy Bridgwater
(7)
A W Carroll

79

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow star, sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Already had a productive season, ultimately well on top for win number 3 of
2018 at Kempton last month. Race probably came too soon over C&D last time and solid
claims if resuming his resurgence.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

10
(13)

837030 PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH 15 CD 
b g Dutch Art - Map Of Heaven

4 9 - 6 Kevin Stott
K A Ryan

79

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow stars on sleeves, white cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Underlined his inconsistency with a below-par showing at York last month
but he's a C&D who's capable from this mark on his day, so far from one to be ruling out.

 (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

11 (4) 585-291 BERNARDO O'REILLY 70 D 
b g Intikhab - Baldovina

4 9 - 5 Daniel Muscutt
Richard Spencer

78

Jockey Colours: Black, grey sleeves, black stars
Timeform says: Bounced back from a low-key effort at Doncaster when bagging a 5-runner
Lingfield handicap (6f, good) on latest start in June. Up just 2 lb but this looks tougher.

 (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

12
(16)

6-07092 MANSHOOD (IRE) 22 D 
b g Iffraaj - Thawrah

5 9 - 3b J Fanning
P T Midgley

76

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue and yellow hooped cap
Timeform says: Produced his best effort of the season when second at Hamilton recently
and looks well treated if he use that as a springboard, so not discounted for all this is more
competitive.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

13
(17)

8-37147 ZAPPER CASS (FR) 3 D 
b g Elusive City - Moonlight Cass

5 9 - 2p Mark Crehan (7)
M Appleby

75

Jockey Colours: Light blue, brown epaulets, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, striped cap
Timeform says: Well below form since his ready success at Nottingham in May and would
need more rain for him to become of interest again.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

14
(11)

624-228 ROYAL RESIDENCE 12 BF 
b c Epaulette - Jubilant Queen

3 9 - 1 D Tudhope
J Tate

78

Jockey Colours: White, red sash, red and white striped cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced maiden who posted fine efforts on his first couple of starts in
handicap company here before getting no sort of run through at Ayr last time. He's ready to
defy this mark.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

15
(10)

10-0872 GINBAR (IRE) 35 CD 
b g Kodiac - Double Fantasy

3 8 - 13 R Kingscote
Tom Dascombe

76

Jockey Colours: White, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, purple cap
Timeform says: Back-to-back winner (including over C&D) during the autumn and has
gradually worked his way back into top form this time around, so big player from a reduced
mark.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

16 (6) 25-3 DIAMOND SET 16 
b c Dutch Art - Asaawir

3 8 - 11 Alistair Rawlinson
Tom Dascombe

74
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Jockey Colours: Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap
Timeform says: Has shown a bit to work on in a trio of novice events, but again had the run
of things when only third of 5 at Doncaster last time and handicapper has taken no chances
with the opening mark.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

17
(15)

334544 MESHARDAL (GER) 15 D 
b g Shamardal - Melody Fair

8 8 - 8p S H James
Mrs R Carr

67

Jockey Colours: Yellow, large dark green spots, yellow sleeves, dark green spots, dark green cap
Timeform says: Multiple winner last summer who has been consistent without having quite
the same zip about him this year, so not an obvious one stepped up in grade.  (Forecast
23.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ROYAL RESIDENCE has looked comfortably ahead of his mark without getting
his head in front this year and he's proven at the track, so expect him to open his account today if
things drop right. Fellow lightly-raced sort Equitation can give him most to think about, while Robero is
one to keep an eye on having debuted for a new yard with an encouraging run.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ROYAL RESIDENCE (14) 
2: EQUITATION (6) 
3: ROBERO (2)


